Sun Never Sets on The Flat Earth Society

California's Salton Sea Flat!

If the earth is a globe, and is 25,000 English statute miles in circumference, the surface of all standing water must have a certain degree of convexity—every part must be an arc or a circle. From the summit of any such arc there will exist a curvature or declination of eight inches in the first statute mile. In the second mile the fall will be 32 inches; in the third mile, 72 inches, or six feet, as shown in the following diagram:

Let the distance from T to figure 1 represent one mile, and the fall from 1 to A, eight inches; then the fall from 2 to B will be 32 inches; and from 3 to C, 72 inches.

Two witnesses to: Common Sense, Sanity, Bible, Moses, Jesus Christ and TOTAL PROOF EARTH FLAT. Science-Schools movies Globe... FALSE! This Salton Sea is 20 miles by 30 or so. We, Marjory and I, checked it out. It is FLAT! EARTH IS FLAT!

Non-existent World

The Two Witnesses to God's Truth on Earth, Charles and Marjory Johnson "Proving", "Demonstrating" by direct evidence, the Ocean is FLAT... World is flat. If this vast world of water, most of world IS water, were a Ball of Water as maintained by the Christians... We PROVED and can DEMONSTRATED BY ANYONE ON EARTH... SEA is flat. After the WW2, Nazi The Big Lie Scientists, got in USSR and USA and conducted the space movie hoax, since 1776 Nazi Germany, the Enemy—Russia always the Friend???

100 Proofs that The Earth Is Not A Globe

51. A "Standing Order" exists in the English Houses of Parliament, that, in the cutting of canals, &c., the datum line employed shall be a horizontal line, which shall be the same throughout the whole length of the work. Now, if the Earth were a globe, this "Order" could not be carried out: but, it is carried out: therefore it is a proof that the Earth is not a globe.

52. It is a well-known and indisputable fact that there is a far greater accumulation of ice south of the equator than is to be found at an equal latitude north, and it is said that at Keguc, 50 degrees, south, 18 kinds of plants exist, whilst in Iceland, 15 degrees nearer the northern centre, there are 870 species; and, indeed, all the facts in the case show that the Sun's power is less intense at places in the southern region than it is in corresponding latitudes north. Now, on the Newtonian hypothesis, all this is inexplicable. This is a proof that the Earth is not a globe.

53. Every year, the Sun is so long south of the equator as it is north, and if the Earth were not "stretched out" as it is, in fact, but turned under, as the Newtonian theory suggests, it would certainly get as intensive a share of the Sun's rays south as north; but the Southern region being, in consequence for the fact stated, far more extensive than the region North, the Sun, having to complete his journey round every twenty-four hours, travels quicker as he goes further south, from September to December, and his influence has less time in which to accumulate at any given point. Since then, the facts could not be as they are if the Earth were a globe, it is a proof that the Earth is not a globe.

Chief Grease Baller of the English Grease Ball Religion

Archbishop of Canterbury

This man is a Hog Farmer, raises, kills, sells, eats Hogs. Pretends to be a representative of GOD ON EARTH claims to be the "Viceroy of Christ."

In USA, this Church of England, same church called Episcopal. One of 'em right here in Los Angeles County not only "Sacrifices Hogs (like the Mormons) for EASTER, BUT BOILS ALIVE IN THE CHURCH LOBSTERS" and SELLS TEM.

The Clanton Gang's Holy Roast

HOLOCALST OF THE CHRISTIANS GOING ON. 100 Christians burned alive in Waco, Texas, on orders of the Democratic Party of the USA Government! You know World War I was the beginning of the present HOLOCAUST of Christians! Hundreds and hundreds of thousands of Christians holocausted. Also ran by the pervet Democrat Party.
Will mention in last issue the part about what happened two weeks before the big blow up there. Did you notice how actions there produced results two weeks later? Or is not under the USA? Gov. Cuomo each day teasing and making light of how the citizens of New York are being treated. How is he doing now? What is a master (Cuomo) he did not care what kind of FBI thought but needed to use the FBI to terrorize all the USA, they do not need to know NY is an independent country. Gov. Cuomo would keep referring to the “bomb”. Mr. Sessions who, by the way, is from Texas, would correct him, say, NO, EVIDENCE OR REASON TO THINK THE TRADE CENTER HAD BEEN BOMBED, OR A BOMB thousand of people were killed. Over and over for several days this went on, one day in a most ugly mood, Cuomo told the joke, “well, if it looks like a bomb, sounds like a bomb, then must be a bomb” he read the head of FBI of out NY, left a more knowledgeable or “complying” agent in the charge of these powers that have been trying to fire Mr. Sessions, even before the Clinton Gang took over. There were got out of that Country, and maybe they are doing the same thing today. Anyway, some days back dropped by the cafe, one night. Don’t know if I will get this down, it was printed by poets, music people, party members, anarchists, thinkers and in the know people, believers in God, revolutionists. The Cafe expresses the Deep Secret of : They are all part of the Party, what it is in it. It expresses the MYSTERY of life, the Mystery of God, the Mystery of being Human. Which people or any people today “correct”, is just new name for “Party line” as the book of Proverbs says, not to do good or evil under sun, what has been will be Anyway, the “Party” no matter how it seems, always has a true voice of Truth and Truth seekers who are honorable and rea- sonable ones. Party seeks to subscribe to a voice of Truth and Truth seekers who are honorable and rea- sonable, (unthinkable, and they will do it. The herd of course has nothing to do with the whole thing, just unthinking beasts of prey. So the point is that the MORON has the brain killed... and blew up! That’s it! Remember, Mr. Sessions, the ALWAYS said “no bomb” during the ‘93 and ‘94. So killed, 1,000 injured, right, remember the thick black smoke? The MORON had no idea what had happened, the building filled with the smoke. Jeb says, we knew nothing but a bomb just an explosion in place. The Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms Mob FIRST people on scene, (are they not “police”) then like a shot... they hit for Texas, and attacked a church, at night, as burglars and robbers, since according to law of the land the church is not a police station, they protect themselves. Remember in the Bible, Law of Self Defense was given to the Jews in Easter; anyway, the Mob put hundreds and hundreds of holes in the Church and killed, 11 or 12 people including the children. They claimed Church citizens got four of the Mob, standoff since, right? Heck! Haw, Haw... Will attention off the dope explosion in the trade center, right? What a Mob! Notice every few months, it seems Hollywood makes another MOB movie, P.O.H Mob, like the Pimp and every person you know and the other P.O.H Pimp Pardner White Slaver Al Capone, Great Heroes, in Mexico. Well, 1992, is a member of Chapter 116. A robber’s bullet ended Sargent’s Brief life at the age of 32 during a bloody Americ- an offensive by the historic Rainbow Divi- sion on July 30, 1918, near the Marne line in France. Yet, his dying in France, the soldiering fame had already been established by his most famous poem, “Trees,” originally published in 1914, and eventually read by generations of school children. Hartlenton brought his recognition in 1915, when he was 25 and France awarded him the Croix de Guerre posthumously for heroic braves- thy on his final infantry reconnaiss- ance mission with then Major Wil- liam J. WilHill Donovan. Kilmer’s poems spiritually guarded the graves of his fallen comrades, for he wrote many war poems, such as “The Peace- Maker,” “Rose of Picardy,” and “Prayer of a Soldier.” We strongly feel Sergeant Kilmer deserves a recognition of the commemorative stamp update of his chapter has adopted a sup- porting resolution, addressed to: The Citizen’s Stamp Advi- see, 475 L’Enfant Plaza, Washington, DC 20506. We hope that members who share our admi- ration for Joyce Kilmer, his tal- ents and his sacrifi- ce will support our proposal with postcards to the Advisory Commit- tee listed above. Postcards to your congressmen and senators in Congress will also help. Thanks, NARFE, for caring.

Prayer of A Soldier in France

My shoes are ruddy beneath my foot (Eliot, Cross, upon His back) I march with feet that burn but smart (Tread, Holy Feet, upon my Heart) Men shout at me who may not speak (They scourge Thy back and smote thy feet) I may not lift a hand to clear My eyes of salty tears that sear. (Then shall my flicker soul forego Thy Agony a bloody sweat) My rifle hand is stiff and numb (From Thy pierced palm red rivers come) Lord, Thou didst suffer more for me Than all the hosts of land and sea So let me render back again This million of Thy gift. Amen

JOEY KILMER

Marjory’s Corner...

Seeing Judgement Day is drawing nigh, thought I would remind you of the tortures “sci- entists” are performing on that, is all the CREATION, which would be the fools’ Will in Heaven above, whom Jesus told us to pray... Thy Kingdom Come, as in Heaven on Earth. Some ad- dresses that will help you be: The American Anti-Vivisection So- ciety, 800 York Road #204, Jenkintown, PA 19046-1688; and People for the Ethical Treat- ment of Animals, P.O. Box 42516, Washington, D.C. 20015. May all the righteous laws have broken down, they call EvilGood.

Marjory Waugh Johnson and Good Evil, It behoves us to carry on strongly. We lay your taught us. To stand for Right all the way. He will always be there to help us, if we serve him in thought, word and deed. And We thank all the members and friends for your Help, For the Worklimit- Ed Always remember in these days, it is the Father in Heaven Above’s Laws we live by and Not the world’s laws.

"I Think that I Shall Never See, A Poem Lovely As a Tree..."

Dear Editor,
The U.S. Postal Service is being urged by NARFE Chapter 1116 (Virginia) to establish a commemorative stamp honoring Joyce Kilmer, one of America’s most be- loved poets, on the 75th anniversary of his death in action during World War I. Kilmer’s son, Kenneth Kilmer, is a member of Chapter 1116. A robber’s bullet ended Sargent’s Brief life at the age of 32 during a bloody American offensive by the historic Rainbow Divi- sion on July 30, 1918, near the Marne line in France. Yet, his dying in France, the soldiering fame had already been established by his most famous poem, “Trees,” originally published in 1914, and eventually read by generations of school children. Hartlenton brought his recognition in 1915, when he was 25 and France awarded him the Croix de Guerre posthumously for heroic braves- thy on his final infantry reconnaiss- ance mission with then Major Wil-